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War Babies 

 

What are babies? They are new life. They are innocent, naïve, and helpless. They are 

sons and daughters. They are boys and girls too young to go to war…too young to die. They 

have little influence on the world around them. They saturate Slaughterhouse-Five. Vonnegut’s 

characters are babies, if not in age, then in nature, and the creation of new babies is prevalent 

throughout –  in war, in civilian society, and in Tralfamadoria. But why? Slaughterhouse-Five is 

not an anti-war novel. While Vonnegut uses his childish characters to emphasize the paralyzing 

and dehumanizing powers of war, his novel does not attempt to end military endeavors. To do so 

would be futile. But Slaughterhouse-Five does, through the recurring motif of babies, highlight 

the powerlessness of humanity against the world – against wars, against death, against 

destruction – and the inevitability of such events in our lives. 

The image of babies is so strongly perceived by the reader because Vonnegut decided not 

to create any adult characters in his novel. While all of the characters are adult in age, they are 

not so in maturity or personality. The prevalence of helpless, pathetic, childlike characters 

generates an overall aura of passivity and ineffectuality. Roland Weary, who at first glance 

appears to be a vicious human being with possible traces of evil, is nothing more than an 

insecure child pathetically attempting to boost his self-image. He beats on Billy Pilgrim, as a 

means of asserting his superiority:  

Weary [socks] Billy a good one in the side of his jaw, [knocks] Billy away from the bank  



and onto the snow-covered ice of the creek. Billy [is] down on all fours on the ice, and 

Weary [kicks] him in the ribs, [rolls] him over on his side…Weary [draws] back his right 

boot, [aims] a kick at the spine, at the tube which [has] so many of Billy’s important 

wires in it. Weary was going to break that tube. (64-65) 

So Roland Weary is the epitome of a bully, but he is not evil. He’s just a child. Despite his 

legally adult age of eighteen and his ability to fight a war and beat a grown man to a pulp, he is 

an insecure boy trying to play the role of a man. Roland compensates for his years of “being 

ditched in Pittsburgh by people who did not want him with them” because he was “stupid and fat 

and mean, and smelled like bacon no matter how much he washed” (44) with exhibitions of his 

strength. Even as a child, Weary would utilize his size to bolster his ego and manhood by 

“beating the shit out of [anyone less popular than himself]”(44).  In belittling others, Weary 

begins to think of himself as on the same level as those with whom he is so unpopular. By 

beating Billy, for example, Roland thinks of himself as just another scout, whereas Billy is an 

unwanted burden upon “The Three Musketeers”(53). Yet despite his violent façade, Roland 

remains a pathetic boy, bundled up in clothes from his mother “…which [conceal] his baby face 

from the bridge of his nose on down. He [is] so snug in there that he [is] able to pretend that he 

[is] safe at home, having survived the war, and that he [is] telling his parents and his sister a true 

war story…” (52-53) He’s just a child fighting enemy and allies to earn respect and camaraderie 

and manhood.  

 Billy Pilgrim, despite being the supposed protagonist of the novel and a fully grown man, 

is also a childish character: passive, defenseless, and innocent throughout the stages of his life. 

During the war, Billy is twenty-one years old. The novel narrates one incident during the war in 



which Billy, Roland Weary, and two scouts face gunfire while crossing a brick road. While 

Roland and the scouts throw themselves into a ditch for protection from the bullets, Billy 

“[stands] there politely, giving the marksman another chance”(42). Billy rarely takes action, but 

instead lets life (or death) happen to him. He repeatedly tells his companions in the war, “You 

guys go on without me”(43). Rather than taking control of his own life, Billy would rather stay 

put and let the world take control of him. He is responsible for nothing and no one, not even 

himself. He doesn’t fight back against Roland or the shooter; he doesn’t protect himself from 

life’s dangers. He’s like a young child that aimlessly walks around the house unaware of the 

dangers surrounding him, or simply not caring that there are dangers present. It is up to others to 

baby proof the world for Billy and keep him alive and functioning. Even in his forties, Billy must 

be attended like a child. He writes letters to the newspaper of his voyage to Tralfamadoria, as 

would a child with a rampant imagination who dreamed of capture by aliens and believed it had 

really happened. Billy’s daughter Barbara “[reproaches] him for writing ridiculous letters to 

newspapers”(167), as a mother would scold her son for making up a ridiculous story and treating 

it as the truth – for lying. She explicitly tells Billy, “If you’re going to act like a child, maybe 

we’ll just have to treat you like a child” (167). No one can seem to snap Billy out of his child-

like imagination, or inspire him to take control of his life. He is defenseless in war and lets 

bullets soar towards his body. He is naïve in civilian life, unable to tell the difference between 

reality and dreams, and continually bringing his imagination into reality. And he is helpless all 

around. No one can convince him to protect himself in war and, post-war,  no one can convince 

him to bring himself out of the unreality of Tralfamadoria and back to reality on Earth. 



 By depicting the main characters of the novel as children, not only does Vonnegut expel 

evil from the novel, he evokes a strong sense of powerlessness among the characters, particularly 

as they are sent into such an overwhelming experience – war. The repetition of “so it goes” 

throughout the novel parallels this idea of characters that are powerless to control and direct the 

events of their lives. “So it goes” is so often paired with death, that the reader develops the 

feeling that “so it goes” signifies the uncontrollable, the unpreventable, the unbeatable: The 

traitor Howard W. Campbell, Jr. was a former American who entered the German Ministry of 

propaganda, and “[hanged] himself while awaiting trial as a war criminal. So it goes” (163); Paul 

Lazzaro curtly refers to the late Roland Weary – “he’s dead – followed by a “so it goes” from 

Vonnegut (179); The Tralfamadorians describe the end of the universe: “A Tralfamadorian test 

pilot presses a starter button, and the whole universe disappears.” So it goes”(149). Events as 

powerful as war and death reduce all human beings to children. Wars are fought. As much as 

individual people may detest them, they are still fought. People die. Death is a part of the world 

and it cannot be stopped by humans. People are instructed by the world and have no power to 

prevent experiences like death and war. They must obey as children obey their parents.  

According to Vonnegut’s novel and the development of his characters, war is fought by 

children, so is the book in fact an antiwar book because it depicts war as the mass murder of 

helpless children? Before the reader enters into Billy pilgrim’s life of time travel, Vonnegut 

relays a visit with his war friend O’Hare and his wife, Mary, during which Mary outbursts that 

“[they] were just babies in the war – like the ones upstairs!” (18) She deplores the movies for 

making war “look just wonderful, so we’ll have a lot more of them. And they’ll be fought by 

babies like the babies upstairs”(18). Babies are born from Billy and his wife. Billy and Montana 



have a baby in Tralfamadoria. Maggie White is “a sensational invitation to make babies” that 

men just want to “fill…up with babies right away”(218). Babies represent humanity and new 

life. And so war becomes the death of humanity in Vonnegut’s novel. And Vonnegut promises 

Mary he will show the war as it was – a “children’s crusade”(19). But does all of this mean that 

Vonnegut is against war and his novel expresses his anti-war sentiments? Before the main plot of 

the novel unravels, Vonnegut tells an anecdote of discussing his to-be-written novel with 

Harrison Starr who asks him “why don’t you write an anti-glacier book instead?”(4) Starr 

implies that writing an anti-war book is just as pointless as writing a book opposed to glaciers. 

Writing against wars will not stop them from occurring just as writing against glaciers will not 

stop them from existing. Vonnegut also includes a conversation about war held between Billy 

and a Tralfamadorian, in which the Tralfamadorian insists that “the idea of preventing war on 

Earth is stupid”(149). So, Vonnegut is not trying to prevent inevitable wars with his novel. 

However, he does depict the ineffectiveness of humans trying to influence events as 

overpowering as war and death. By creating characters abundant in powerlessness, Vonnegut 

highlights the inability of humans to direct the outcome of war, life, and the world.  

 At first glance, Slaughterhouse-Five appears to oppose war because war is a “children’s 

crusade”. But when the reader looks more closely at the novel, it is apparent that Vonnegut is not 

condemning war in an attempt to prevent future children’s crusades. In fact, he seems to do 

exactly the opposite. In developing such ineffectual characters, Vonnegut argues that war cannot 

be prevented. His repetition of the phrase “so it goes” suggests that, as people, we are just along 

for the ride of the world. Events occur that we cannot change or prevent, we just experience 

them, having little effect on the outcome of the world. Perhaps he agrees with the 



Tralfamadorian idea that time is laid out in predetermined slices. People cannot alter or rearrange 

those slices; we just do as time prescribes. If, in time, there is a war, humans fight the war until 

time decides it is over. If someone’s death is determined, the person dies, but time continues to 

move on; an event of death is just a slice of time, and, once it is over, the world will move on to 

another slice. So it goes. 


